[The best of echocardiography in 1999].
As many techniques of medical investigation, echocardiography regularly benefits from technical innovations which, with application, prove to be extremely useful and, for some of them, even widen the field of investigation. The end of this decade has seen the introduction of major improvements. In daily practice, second harmonic imaging has been the most important technical advance with such improved quality of imaging that this mode has rapidly become the routine for transthoracic investigations in adults. All modern echocardiographs are, or can be, equipped at modest cost. Stress echocardiography, the diagnostic reliability of which is closely related to the quality of the imaging, has greatly benefited from this technique, to the point of obtaining equivalent results as nuclear medicine in the detection of myocardial ischaemia and cellular viability. The results are now sufficiently convincing for the technique to have a real prognostic value in myocardial ischaemia. Doppler tissue imaging is also a major advance but the clinical value is still under evaluation: the pulsed Doppler mode is quantifiable during the investigation, contrary to the calculation of transparietal velocity gradients which requires computerisation techniques not provided by all manufacturers. The regain in interest in contrast echocardiography is due to the development of agents which, injected intravenously, cross the pulmonary capillary barrier and opacify the left heart chambers. The reinforcement of the Doppler signal and improved detection of the endocardial echoes have justified the authorization of their commercialisation, but the essential point is their use in the investigation of myocardial perfusion which is under evaluation. Three-dimensional reconstruction has made great strides but its diffusion is still limited by the limited availability of the required powerful computers.